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How do we tell 
compelling stories?



The secret is listening (Fischhoff, 2015)

✖ The first step in the communication process is 

letting people talk about the decisions that 

they face, until scientists can paraphrase what 

people say well enough to be told: “Yes, you 

understand us.”

http://www.scidev.net/global/communication/opinion/four-steps-effective-science-communication.html


Know your audience

✖ Analyze the science to identify the few 

facts that non-scientists most need to 

know, from among the many facts that it 

would be nice to know
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Remember these:
Message Audience
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Medium Language
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Asian CubeSats Off To Space

Three Asian cube satellites 

(CubeSats) were successfully 

launched into space aboard 

SpaceX’s Falcon 9 rocket on Friday, 

June 29. 

Philippines launches 1st 
CubeSat into space

Maya-1, the Philippines’ first cube satellite 
(CubeSat) has flown into space through 
SpaceX Falcon-9 CRS 15 rocket. The 
rocket was launched into space on Friday, 
June 29, from Cape Canaveral, Florida, in 
the United States.



Write with your senses.
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New plant species could 

detox mining-contaminated 

soil

It’s a discovery straight out of 

science-fiction: Filipino scientists 

have discovered a new plant 

species that feasts on metal. This 

unusual trait suggests this new 

species could be used to reduce 

metal contamination in soil, 

especially in mining sites.

One hot summer day in 2011…



Identify your 

thesis statement 

first.





Understand the tone and voice of 
your message

Voice  How a writer’s personality is 
reflected through written words

Tone  Author’s attitude to the reader



You are speaking 

WITH the readers, not 

lecturing TO them.
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Analogies Narratives

✖ Human perceptual systems experience a very thin 

ribbon of reality. But to reason coherently about 

climate change, for example, people need to think in 

terms that extend far beyond a human lifetime. 

✖ Narratives could help bring experiences that are 

outside of human scale within the realm of 

comprehension and consideration.



Shades of Gray: Haze 
in Metro Manila

Almost every morning, Metro Manila looks 
like it's under the curse of dementors from 
the Harry Potter series: a thick blanket of 

gray haze – sometimes in darker shades –
envelops the cityscape, threatening to 

swallow the metropolis.

Ecological Genocide: 
When Cinangka Children’s 
Hopes Were Killed By Lead 
Toxic

A number of children with mental 
disorder have been found in Cinangka
Village, Ciampea Sub-district, near 
Bogor City, West Java. Research 
shows that lead (Pb) toxic from the 
wastes of used-battery smelting has 
polluted the entire village.
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It is better to use numbers than 

words when expressing 

probabilities.
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Take note: No to fear mongering!
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Have lots of fun!



Thanks!
Any questions?

You can find me at:

Shaira Panela (Facebook)

@alingshaira (Twitter/IG)

rsfpanela@gmail.com
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